Many Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) 
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) used as a powerful tool to search solutions in complex problems during the recent past. The history of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) began in the mid 1980's. In [2] , the authors have classified MOEAs into three categories; aggregating functions, population-based approaches, and Pareto-based approaches. A hybrid method uses a set of solutions from evolutionary computation to build a model, which presents Parato front such as ParEGO [3] . In recent years the Paretobased approaches have become a popular design and several techniques have been proposed. One popular technique is, elitism, which uses an external storage, called an archive, to keep useful solutions. Other component that develops with an archive is a removal strategy. As an archive has limited size, removal strategy is required to trim exceeding members of archive. This operator is important because it might delete some members and keep the Pareto front in the same time. This is challenging for researchers.
Generally, multi-objective problems involve two sets of variables. The first is a set of decision variables as input of a particular problem and the other is a set of objective functions or objective values as output of a problem. Thus, the solution's quality will be measured in a space of objective functions. One factor that made the multi-objective optimisation too difficult is the number of objectives to optimise. Thus, Deb [4] suggests that the number of objectives makes an impact on the difficulty of the optimisation problems. Obviously, the dimensions of the solution space vary according to the number of objectives. For example, the shape of a solution space in two-dimensional problems is plain, while the shape of the space on three-dimensional problems is a three-dimensional surface.
Many researchers have invented several MOEAs, problem generators, and performance measurement. A small amount of publications are available that relate to performance on many objectives. Almost all simulated results still focus on two or three objectives and the behaviour of MOEAs in solving high-dimensional problems is still scrutiny.
An important comparison result in many objectives from [1] is that the scalability of objectives in each algorithm is different. The Pareto Envelope-based Selection Algorithm (PESA) [5] has powerful scalability while Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [6] has a lack of scalability. Generally, NSGA-II has performed well in two or three objectives. The behaviour of NSGA-II in many objectives problem is interesting. This fact helps researchers design new MOEA that can efficiently solve problems in many objectives.
This paper proposes and implements a new concept of archiving. PESA and Two-Archive algorithm are compared in four scalable objective problems. The experimental results are measured in convergence and diversity metrics, and they are analysed by statistical method.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 will describe the concepts of non-domination with domination and the Two-Archive algorithm with the pseudocode. Section 3 will describe a set of scalable testing problems. Section 4 will present a set of performance measuring. The experimental setting and results will be explained in section 5. The conclusions should be shown in section 6.
The Two-Archive Algorithm

Non-dominated Solution with Domination
The new idea for improving convergence of archive is based on two factors. Firstly, the archive collects nondominated solutions from a population. Next, the truncation will be applied if an archive overflows. The truncation can be applied in two ways, firstly, during collecting non-dominated solutions, as in PESA, and, secondly, after finishing the collection process, as in NSGA-II or SPEA2(Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2) [7] . This operator can remove any member in an archive. On the other hand, all algorithms do not distinguish non-dominated solution. In the new concept, non-dominated solutions are categorised into two types according to comparison with members of the archive. The first type is a non-dominated solution with domination which dominates some existing members, and the other is ordinarily a non-dominated member without domination. Generally, the first type can improve convergence to Pareto front. Non-dominated solutions with domination should be kept in archive.
The Algorithm
The Two-Archive algorithm borrows the replacement of dominated solution by the new dominated solution from PESA [5] . The truncation was done at the end of collecting non-dominated solutions from NSGA-II [6] and SPEA2 [7] . The details of the proposed algorithm are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2.
The framework of the Two-Archive algorithm is shown by Algorithm 1. The proposed archiving method collects the new candidate solutions from a population, one by one. Firstly, a new candidate can be a new member of an archive if it is a non-dominated member in the population, and if no member in both archives can dominate it (as lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm 2). Secondly, the new member should check the domination relationship with other existing members. If the new member can dominate some other members, it should enter the convergence archive (CA) and the dominated members should be deleted. Otherwise, it should enter the diversity archive (DA) and no existing member will be deleted (line 2 to line 13 in Algorithm 2).
When the total size of both archives overflows, the removal strategy should be applied. All members in DA may calculate its distances to all members in CA, and keep the shortest distance among distances of them. The member with the shortest distance in DA should be deleted until the total size equals the threshold.
The total size of archives during the collecting process is not fixed. The size can increase over the threshold. However, the size should be reduced to the capacity of archives after the truncation process. The size of the CA never overflows because the new member entered the CA when at least one existing member in CA should be removed. In other words, the size of the CA is restricted by the number of members in both archives before collecting new members. Thus, only DA is an unlimited growing archive.
The Main Loop of The Algorithm
This algorithm starts with a random population and empty archives. The decision variables of each individual are assigned using the random number generator with a uniform distribution in an available decision space.
Each initial individual's objective variables are calculated using objective functions and decision variables. This algorithm uses original objective functions as fitness.
For each generation, the non-dominated members of population are kept in the archives and dominated members in the archives are deleted. The algorithm uses two archives, the convergence archive and the diversity. The total capacity is fixed but the size of each archive vary.
The mating population is built up from choosing individuals from both archives. The process to select an individual is following. Firstly, an archive is chosen with a probability. The probability is a pre-defined parameter that is a ratio to choose members from the convergence archive to the diversity archive. Secondly, a member in the chosen archive should be selected uniformly at random. Finally, the chosen parent goes to the mating population.
Collecting Non-dominated Solutions
The non-dominated solution collection is composed of two parts; the main part is obtaining non-dominated members from the population and the optional part is removing the further members in the diversity archive when the total size of archives is more than the capacity threshold. Collect non-dominated individuals to archives 7: Select parents from archives 8: Apply genetic operators to generate a new population 9: Evaluate the new population 10: t = t + 1 11: until t == MAX GENERATION Collecting non-dominated solutions begins with fetching an individual from a population one by one. It is compared with the remainder of the population. If it is a nondominated solution, it goes to the next step. Otherwise, it is discarded because of being dominated. The non-dominated solution from the population is compared with all members in the current archives. If it is dominated by a member of the archives, it is discarded, otherwise it is a new member of the archives. During this stage, any duplicated member is deleted. The remainder of the archives are then compared with the new member and two cases are possible. In the first case, the new member can dominate a member of the archives. The dominated member is removed and the new member is received by the convergence archive. A flag is set to the value of the convergence archive. In this case, the size of the convergence archive is possibly increased but the total size of archive is not increased because the new member enters the convergence archive by deleting at least one dominated member. In the second case, the new member cannot dominate any member and is not dominated by any archive member. The new member becomes a member of the diversity archive, and the size of the diversity archive is increased. The total size of both archives is increased because the diversity archive receives the new member without deleting any member. The above process performs until the last individual in population. The new members are separated according to their flag values.
If the total size of the archives overflows, the removal operation should be performed. The removal operator deletes only members in the diversity archive. This operator has no impact on the convergence archive. All members in the diversity archive calculate the shortest distance from themselves to the nearest member in the convergence archive. In other words, each member of the diversity archive calculates its Euclidean distance to all members of the convergence archive. The shortest one is then chosen. The member with the shortest distance among the diversity members is deleted until the total size equals the capacity. if individual(i) is non-dominated solution then 3: if no member in both archives can dominates an individual(i) then Delete dominated member 8: end if 9: if member(i).Dflag == 1 then 
An Example
This problem is a bi-objective minimisation problem as shown in Table 1 .
For the Two-Archive algorithm using the example, the convergence archive consists of two members, solutions 1 and 2, and members in the diversity archive are solutions 3 and 4. For the first possible sequence, solution A will enter to archives before solution B. All members compare with candidate A and no existing members can dominate the new one. Solution A enters the convergence archive because it can dominate member 2. Thus, current members of the convergence archive are solutions 1 and A, and the diversity archive remains the same as before. Solution B will enter the diversity archive because it cannot dominate any current members. The temporal total size of the two archives can be more than the capacity during the collecting process. When archives finish the collecting process, the exceeding members in the diversity archive will be deleted. In this case, solution B is the last candidate. The diversity archive has three solutions, 3, 4, and B.
The removal strategy is based on the shortest Euclidean distance in the objective space from members in the diversity archive to members in the convergence archive. Firstly, calculating the distance from itself to all members of the convergence archive, the distance from solution 3 to solution 1 is 0.17 and the distance from solution 3 to solution A is 0.08. Secondly, choosing the shortest distance, of 0.08, the process of finding the shortest distance should be applied to the members (solutions 4 and B) in the diversity archive. The shortest distance of solution 4 is 0.31, and 0.39 for solution B.
In this case, solution 3 is deleted because it has the shortest distance. After archive-update, solutions 1 and A are in the convergence archive and the diversity archive has solutions 4 and B.
Difference Between One and Two Archives
Implementation of two archives is based on the inequality of non-dominated solutions in an archive. The comparison of the new solution and a set of members in an archive can be separated into three cases. Firstly, no member can dominate the new solution and it can dominate some members in archive. Secondly, the members and the new solution cannot dominate each other. Finally, the new solution is dominated by some members. The new solution in the last case is discarded because a property of archive is domination free. The new archive that includes the new solution in the first case is better than the previous archive because the new one is better than the old member in terms of domination relationship. In the second case, the archives do not interfere with each other before and after collecting.
After collecting the new solutions to an archive, MOEA with one archive manages all members in the same way. If the archive overflows, all members have a chance to remove. The Two-archive algorithm separates solutions into two archives and manages them in different ways.
The member in the convergence archive is removed because it can only be dominated by the new solution. The member of diversity archive is deleted in two cases, when the member is dominated by the new solution, or when the archives overflow. When the archives overflow, the removal strategy is only applied to the diversity archive. This is the reason why this algorithm uses two archives to store the solutions.
Scalable Testing Problems
A set of four scalable testing problems [8] are used in this experimental simulation. These problems are designed to achieve many features. They are easy to construct. The number of decision variables and the number of objective variables can be scaled to any number. The Pareto fronts of these problems are exactly known in terms of shape and position in objective space. These problems are invented carefully, although this experiment choose only problems DLTZ1, DTLZ2, DTLZ3 and DTLZ6, to simulate. The main reason is that the Pareto front of these problem can be easily written into mathematical expression. Some problems share the same mapping functions or shapes of the Pareto front. It is useful to remove some redundant testing problems. The DTLZ4 and the DTLZ5 use the same metavariable mapping function with DTLZ2. The Pareto front with curve uses DTLZ6 instead of DTLZ5 because DTLZ6 has a difference mapping function from the remainder problems.
The number of objectives vary in a range from 2 to 8 objectives. The global Pareto fronts have many shapes: linear hyper-plane, unit spherical surface, and curved.
Metrics
The convergence metric has been proposed by Deb and Jain [9] . This metric computes averaging the smallest normalised Euclidean distance of all points in obtained Pareto front to reference set.
The convergence metric [9] is calculated by averaging the smallest Euclidean distance, d i , from point i to the global Pareto front as
where n presents a number of points in the obtained set.
In these testing problems, the Pareto fronts are used as the reference sets.
The concept of diversity metrics [9] is calculating distribution of projection of obtained solutions on an objective axis. The objective axis is divided into small areas according to a number of solutions. The diversity measurement is successful if all small areas have one or more representative points. The number of areas with representative point indicates a quality of diversity metric.
Experiments and Results
Experiment Setting
The experimental setting was based on Khare et al. [1] . The population size varied according to a number of objectives. The archive size is equal to the population size. In two, three, and four objectives of DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, there were 300 generations and in that of DTLZ3 and DTLZ6, 500 generations. Furthermore, the number of generations in six and eight objectives was doubled. All experiments of Two-Archive algorithm were repeated independently 30 times.
Results
Convergence Metric: Table 2 summaries the convergence values of the obtained solution set. In DTLZ1, PESA performed slightly better than Two-Archive algorithm. However, only two sets of experiments showed statistically significant differences. For the other three experiments, the convergence metrics of both archives are comparable. In DTLZ2, they performed as the same behaviour. No statistically significant differences between them were detected in this problem. In DTLZ3, PESA had better convergence values than Two-Archive algorithm. In three experiments, PESA outperformed Two-Archive algorithm and significant differences were also detected. In DTLZ6, Two-Archive algorithm outperformed PESA according to the convergence metric. In addition, almost all statistically significant differences (4 of 5 experiments) were obviously detected. Diversity Metric: Diversity metric is shown in table 3. The average values of Two-Archive algorithm were somewhat better than that of PESA, however, a few experiments had statistically significant differences. The Two-Archive algorithm had better values than PESA in the diversity metric 17 of 20 experiments and only two experiments had statistically significant differences. In only three experiments, PESA performed better than Two-Archive, however, no statistically significant differences were detected. This informs the analysis of performance according to the characteristics of problems. In the most simple problem, DTLZ2, both algorithms were comparable. It seems highly probable that the Two-Archive algorithm was prevented from the Pareto front on multi-modal, non-linear mapping function used in DTLZ1 and DTLZ3. However, the Two-Archive algorithm can produce a set of solutions in DTLZ6 near to the global Pareto front which its front is a curve.
Conclusions
In this paper, the concept of non-dominated solutions with domination was presented. We illustrated the Two-Archive algorithm, and compared its performance according to a set of convergence and diversity metrics on a set of scalable testing problems invented by Deb et al. [8] . It is not clear which algorithm is better in terms of convergence. However, the Two-Archive algorithm seems to have outperformed PESA in DTLZ6, which is difficult to convergence because of the shape of the Pareto front. It is virtually certain that the Two-Archive algorithm will have better diversity than PESA. However, the proposed algorithm was investigated in a limited set of testing problems. Further work is required to evaluate the usefulness of the Two-Archive algorithm.
